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Summary - The crew of the U.S.S. Scimitar have been assigned to the Keh'lin Star System...to source of all their problems. It is here that the Dreamscape threat was first introduced to Starfleet. It is here that much of their heartache began...

Here, they find the U.S.S. Eridanus - battered and bruised. Her hull has been torn apart by her quick departure from the Keh'lin Nebula, and her crew is in a critical condition.

What happened to Xia and the Eridanus? When they last heard, she was half way across the sector fighting in the Geminar system. Now, she's in Keh'lin...without power, or any explanation. It's time to find some answers...

=/\==/\=BEGIN U.S.S. Scimitar Mission - "Day 420 - Time To Free One's Self"=/\==/\=
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::In his office checking his computer for any information on the Eridanus crew::
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::Checking the structural integrity of the Eridanus, making sure it will hold long enough::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@::Majors materializes on the U.S.S. Eridanus in Main Engineering. His wrist light immediately activates it and he looks around the chaos around him:: *CO*: Majors to Scimitar, please respond.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::plays around with transporters starting to bam engineering teams over to the Eridanus::
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::mumbles as he monitors the away team closely, all the while keeping his scanners running for any spikes of Theta radiation::
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: Commander, I suggest we activate the Theta shield modifications just in case of Dreamscape attack.
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - Sensor data comes in to the Scimitar and this ship's sickbay, they are detecting 92 life-signs on the Eridanus, not including the team from the Scimitar.
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::on the bridge looks to OPS:: OPS: Certainly once we have the crew of the Eridanus onboard.
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: Sensors have just picked up 92 life-signs onboard the Eridanus, Commander. I've tagged them all for beam out,.
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CSO: That's more than a standard complement sir
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::starts locking onto life signs on the Eridanus and initiating transport, fingers crossed everyone gets beamed to sickbay without incident::
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
OPS: Wait a minute, don't beam
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::looks a bit surprised but is impressed that many are alive still:: SO: That's good lets hope we can get them here quickly.
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
:: Waiting for coordinates:: self: wonder what the menu of the day is?
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
SO: What was her crew compliment when she left?
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - In a shimmer of blue light, seventeen Starfleet officers materialize in sickbay.
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CO: That would be 80 ma'am
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
SO: Excuse me, are you telling me you'd like me to leave injured people on that ship?
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Sitting at a computer running tests::
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
OPS: We don't know which life signs are our people and which are.. Not
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
*Sec*: Can we have a security team at cargo Bay two immediately, please.
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Through his large window he sees the crew beaming into sickbay and jumps of his chair, rushing into sickbay::
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
::decides to check what kinda of races the crew is of the Eridanus::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
OPS: Can you lock onto the commbadge signals?
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@::Majors ducks under a fallen support beam, and uses his wrist light to help him navigate through the shattered Engine Room:: *CIV*: Majors to Black, please respond.
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
OPS: Brenna, continue to beam them out. Make sure you monitor the life-signs; I want only friendlies to come through, keep the rest in the transporter buffer for identification
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
SO: What can you find out about the life signs are they all Federation species?
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CSO: Maybe beam them to a confined location. We can't be sure that the comm badges are on a federation body
Host CIV_Capt_Black says:
::standing on the bridge of the Scimitar he quietly moves to the back, tapping his commbadge::  *Majors*: Black here, Lieutenant...
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::Scanning the Eridanus, trying to identify the different life-signs::
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::He makes a quick stop at the lab Kerak is working in and tries to get his attention:: MO: Kerak, I could use your help in sickbay. People are being beamed over. We have 17 in sickbay already.
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
SO: Life signs, ensign. A quick scan in the known federation database and keep the unfriendlies out. Dreamscape, for example.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
CSO:I know Rowan, I wasn't going to inadvertently bring a dreamscape o the party ::locks on to comm badges as requested and begins working on beaming over only identified personnel::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@::Majors moves over to the Master Situation Display and uses his wrist light to cast some light onto the console:: *CIV*: Captain, we've got minimal power on the Eridanus, the air is definitely thin down here. Artificial gravity is at a minimum. Engineering is complete hell sir...
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::smiles to the discussion between he CSO and OPS::
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Grunts at the CMO and quickly sets up a few more long term tests and follows the CMO::
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CO: They have all been identified as federation ma'am
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: Commander, I would like to activate the Theta shield modifications and extend them around the Eridanus. We can use our shielding to enhance it's structural integrity while there are people over there.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::taps her comm badge::*CMO*:Doctor do you currently have a favoured second area for those who won't fit within the confines of sickbay?...or do you still need more time to prepare?
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
OPS: Then we will bring them onboard ::Adds:: Security will be around in any case.
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - A total of eighty Starfleet officers beam onboard the Scimitar, leaving the last 12 life-signs aboard.
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CO: crew primarily Betazoid, Vulcan, Bolian, Haliian, Kriosian, and a few Terrans. 
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::With Kerak right behind him, he rushes back into sickbay and start to command a few of the other MO's to prepare cargo bay 2 with medical equipment:: *OPS*: Cargo bay 2 would do. It's closest to sickbay. We already have medical teams on standby there.
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
::tries to scan the 12 remaining crewmembers::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
FCO: Thank you. ::looks to Black:: CIV: Captain, were you expecting the Eridanus to be carrying more people then it's roster suggests?
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
OPS: We have 12 unconfirmed life-signs left without comm badge. Trying to determine more. Is any of the crew able to tell us something?
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
CO:I know ma'am, but I don't feel like letting people onto our ship unless they can be a lot more comfortable then where they are right now...and no point in moving them when the beds aren't set up yet...even if I have to go down there and start unfolding cots myself
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::nods in acknowledgement::  *Majors*: Understood, see what you can do to get her ready for transport...
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
SO: Still waiting to find out if anyone's stable, I just move em I don't play with them...check with the doc maybe ::turns back to her work::
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::While checking some of the crew he turns to Kerak:: MO: Can you check those patients over there ::points to the other side of sickbay:: and check their life signs?
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CO: The 12 we left on that ship are milkshakes, ma'am
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::does a quick check:: OPS: Have security and a small medical team meet in Cargo bay 1 we will use that for the other twelve.
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Grunts an acknowledgement and walks to the other patients::
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::looks down to the command circle:: CO: Commander...the shield modifications?
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
*CMO*: Doc, is any of the crew capable of telling us anything? We have 12 life-signs left onboard that ship that don't have comm badges
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@*CIV*: Understood, Captain. ::He glances up at the MSD and sighs:: *CIV*: It looks as if the bridge took a beating during our little stunt pulling the Eridanus from the nebula. The entire bridge outer hull is gone...
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
FCO: Milkshakes? ::looks confused by this remark::
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::turns to the CO and nods::  CO: How many have you located so far ?
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Go ahead.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::nods to the Captain sending off orders and waiting for security and medical to be in place before finishing the transport::
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CO: you know half human half Vulcan’s. According to sensors we have 9 Vulcan/Betazoids, one Hallian/Bet, 2 Bolian/Vulcan.
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
*SO*: Where trying to find that out as we speak, but we will have to check the cargo bay 2 still.
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
CIV: twelve? Are you aware of these? ::looks to the FCO with a nod and smile understanding:: Hybrids but federation species none the less.
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
::tries to check the ages of the hybrids::
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Starts checking the various patients life signs::
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
:;nods and accesses tactical, bringing the Theta radiation protection online and extending their shields around the Eridanus::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@::He watches as one of the Engineers attach a back-up power cell to the MSD and it flares to life. Damage is displayed all over the ship and Majors lets out a sigh::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
*CMO*: Is Commander Xia onboard? What is the condition of your patients?
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::picks up a PADD absently and walks back to Science one standing close to Rowan and whispering:: CSO: You think they're out there?
CIV_Capt_Black says:
*Majors*: I see... then I assume we still have a bridge compartment flying around out there....
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::checks the computer for a location on Xia's commbadge::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - The Scimitar seems to hum for a moment as the modified shielding comes online.
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: Commander, the shield mods are online and extended around the Eridanus. Also...it appears the majority of crewmen were beamed out of the cargo bays...
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::turns to Brenna and nods slowly:: OPS: This is where they were first found...
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Shouts over to Abmeraz:: CMO: All life signs are normal, there just, err, aye.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::furrows her brow as it's said:: CSO: Out of the cargo bays?...oh god...where's Bryn?
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
*MO*: Sir, what is the status of the crew? Is any of them able to talk?
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::While checking another one of his patients he takes a little time to answer the captain:: *CO*: Not yet ma'am. I will head to the cargo bay in a few seconds, he might be there. The patients I checked are all in some kind of stasis. Their life signs vary from minimal to normal.
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::raises an eyebrow::  CO: Only twelve?  Can you match them with the manifest on record?
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@*CIV*: Likely a safe assumption. Damage is extensive, it looks like she's taken quite the beating...
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::shakes her head:: CIV: No.
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
OPS: He's in the nursery...he'll be fine down there, I’ll post some security guards outside just in case
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Can you get any indication from the Eridanus' computer as to what happened yet?
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
*SO*: Er... no.
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::Hears what the CMO says to the CO:: CO: Ma'am, stasis.. It could be they're in the same dream state you were in, which means Dreamscapes
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: Not from here, Commander, you may want to try Captain Black's team.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::nods slowly:: CSO: Thanks ::squeezes his arm and quickly moves back to her console
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::looks slightly correcting her statement:: CIV: I mean yes twelve and none listed. ::smiles::
CIV_Capt_Black says:
*Majors*: Very well...  can we determine what exactly happened onboard, we seem to have a few people onboard that should be on there.... officially at least...
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::nods:: OPS: Contact the team on the Eridanus to try and download some records and return them to us please.
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Nods at Kerak's response and heads towards the cargo bay:: *SO* I'm going over to cargo bay 2 now. I'll see it we can find anyone there who is able to tell us anything.
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::overhearing the CSO talking to the CO he nods at the CO::  CO: I will see if I can get you some answers, Commander...  ::smiles::  I want to see Commander Xia back as well....
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::nods:: CO: Yes ma'am
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@*CIV*: Working on it sir...::He brings up some damage reports, and notices that the database is blank. *CIV*: Sir...I'm not finding anything in the database...the records have been wiped clean...
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
*CMO*: thank you. I heard they are in stasis. The last time i saw someone in stasis the Dreamscapes nearly killed us
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
CIV: Xia is onboard in Cargo bay 2. ::pauses:: well her commbadge appears to be anyway.
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Pokes a stationary patient::
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
*Majors*: Lieutenant, have you got any access to the computers on board yet?
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - The patient twitches slightly, and looks as if he's in a dream. Before anyone can do anything, the officer opens his eyes, and lets out a terrified scream. Sensors go nuts, as the officer goes into cardiac arrest.
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
CSO: The life signs of the crew are in status? What would the effects be of a dreamscape encounter?
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::nods slowly, sending an order down to tactical for a pair of guards with anti-'scape rifles to be posted outside the nursery::
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Before actually leaving sickbay he halts next to Kerak and looks at him and the patient:: MO: What happened?
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@*OPS*: Working on it now Lieutenant. ::He taps several controls, attempting to open controls in the computer core::
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
CMO: Er, I poked him... ::Stares at his finger::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - Nurses rush over to the officer and attempt to re-start his heart...
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: I think it's similar to what we experienced when we...dreamed of going back in time.
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Looks a little annoyed and scared at the same time:: MO: Well then, don't just stand there and help him!
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
:: Wondering when the people who got the Eridanus in this predicament pay them a visit::
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::grumbles quietly:: Self: If I were over there that thing would be cracked in two seconds flat
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::Looks at his control panel and examines the probe results, trying to find a sign of the Dreamscapes or anything else unwanted::
CIV_Capt_Black says:
*Majors*: Very odd, Lieutenant... see if you can find some data fragments with the standard retrieval programs... that computer holds or should I say...  "held" important information for us... ::sighs::
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Mutters under his breath and assists the Nurses::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::nods:: CSO: Unfortunately I have to thank you for confirming that. Have you any indication what could get them out of this condition safely?
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@*CIV*: Understood. ::He sighs and taps a few controls and then his comm badge:: *OPS*: Lieutenant...is there any chance you could come down to the Eridanus...I could use a hand with this computer...
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::surprised by the CO's comment he nods::  CO: Then I'll have to visit her shortly...
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::looks to Janan:: CO: Ma'am, with your permission?
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Shakes his head slightly and heads on to the cargo bay::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::nods:: OPS: Certainly you are probably one of the best to get into the system.
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: That's more of a medical situation, Commander, but it should be easy enough to bring them out of status just like we do normally when we put someone in deep freeze.
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
CIV: Unfortunately her condition will prevent her from responding at this time.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::smiles:: CO: Thanks ma'am ::hits her comm badge::*Majors*:I'll be there as soon as I can
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - The officer flat-lines, and the annoying high pitch beeeeeep sound can be heard throughout sickbay.
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
Self: Bah! Nurse: Turn that annoying thing off, and don't touch any of them!
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::Looks at his instruments, then looks up:: CO: ma'am, the radiation belt is decreasing. The gravimetric sheer has dropped to almost nil. I’m trying to find out how or why
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
CSO: Pending on where they are, as I remember our condition was not so simple as a standard status?
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::sighs as he dampens his voice::  CO: Nevertheless, I owe it to her...  I'll return shortly...  ::nods and heads into the TL::
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
:taps instructions into her console to have a suit waiting for her in the transporter room before she heads to the TL::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
SO: Thank you keep us informed. ::looks to the FCO who appears to be waiting to go:: FCO: What do you know of radiation rifts? Have you seen one behave like this before?
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Arrives at Cargo Bay 2 and looks pleased as the medical team rushes over the patients. He quickly starts to look for Xia and checks some of the crew if one of them would be able to talk::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::nods to Black with a smile::
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: True, but with any luck we should be able to modify that process to reflect their current situation
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CO: the cause of the effect is unknown, but it seems to have disappeared
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CO: ma'am, last time you were in stasis I got you out. With a high-pitched sound over the comm system, that disrupted their dream
CIV_Capt_Black says:
TL: Cargo bay 2...   ::taps his commbadge to open a secure link through fleet's command module::  *Majors*: Black to Majors...
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CO: I'm a FCO not a member of the geek squad. I know as much of Radiation rifts as the next ma’am...next to nothing.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::hits the controls leaning against the wall as the lift speeds towards the transporter room::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@::Majors moves across to the central control console and taps a key:: *CIV* Majors here.
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::AS he searches the crew he stumbles upon Xia and quickly checks her life signs:: *CO*: Ma'am, I've located Xia in cargo bay 2. She's in the same kind of stasis as the rest of the crew.
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
FCO: Thank you for that ensign, was merely wondering as being an FCO I would imagine it would be of note to you when you fly through something like that.
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CO: I wouldn't fly through that and hope to remember, ma'am.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::steps out of the lift as soon as it stops and heads down the corridor, smiling over at the transporter chief as she suits up and requests a beam in next to the team at the computer core::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
*CMO*: Black is on his way, let me know if her condition changes, What brought us out of statis during our dreamscape encounter?
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - The dead Eridanus office lays on the bio bed, his eyes open, staring off into nothingness...
CIV_Capt_Black says:
*Majors*: This is a secure transmission, Lieutenant... do we have any reports from the Admiral that crew compliment of the Eridanus was modified for her current mission...?
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::Wonders if the CO even heard him, then turns back to his instruments to recheck the readings from the probes::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::raises an eyebrow to the FCO and then turns to the SO:: SO: Have the medics tried that with this lot?
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::mutters and keeps and eye on Brenna::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@::His voice gets a little more quiet and he nods to himself in thought:: *CIV*: At least reports, the Eridanus was under orders to pick up the crew of a freighter in the Bravo Epidian system, shortly before her assignment at Airilius, with the Scimitar...
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CO: I don't think so ma'am. I was waiting for your permission, because.. well.. last time it was very hectic and although I’m pretty positive it was the sound that did it.. I can't be 100 percent sure. Do you want to try?
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
SO/CSO: Did the radiation rifts disappearance come with the initiation of the shield modification around the Eridanus?
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
::taps her comm badge::*CSO*:Hey handsome, you get any hint of shifty movement beam everyone out okay? ::picks up her tool case and steps onto the transporter padd nodding at the chief who initiates transport::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
SO: Provide the information to the medics, perhaps they could test this on someone before we try to kill the whole group.
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CO: Yes ma'am the time between those events is very short. I'll give the information to the medics now ma'am
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - The Vulcan transporter chief nods and initiates transport. Brenna Delar appears in the Engine Room of the U.S.S. Eridanus, and as the blue glow vanishes, she finds herself in utter darkness.
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
*OPS*: You first.
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::nods::  *Majors*: I see... I'll see if I can match them with the people we've got so far....
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
*CMO*: Doc, last time people were in stasis i found a way to get them out of it. I'll send you the data. You will send out a very high pitched sound that will disrupt the dream waves ::Sends the data, which he had saved in his console, to the CMO::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
SO: Thank you. ::looks back to the CSO:: CSO: What do you make of this radiation rift? Or should i say lack of it now.
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@*CIV*: Understood. Majors out. ::He cuts the secure transmission as Lieutenant Delar materializes a few feet from him:: OPS: Thank you for joining us, Lieutenant...
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: The shielding gives protection against Theta radiation, what happens when Theta rads attack the shield is that the particles neutralise and dissipate into harmless energy.
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::time being a medic kicks in again, she adds:: *CMO*: May I suggest you do not try this with all the patients perhaps one or two first?
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::as the TL arrives on the appropriate deck he steps out and enters cargo bay 2::
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Checks the data he received on his tricorder:: *SO*: Thank you, this should prove very useful. I will try this on one of the crew.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@::hits her beacon and walks over:: Majors: So what have we got here?
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::taps at his console tiredly::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@::He nods once and glances over to the control console before him:: OPS: Everything from Stardate 10412.01 until now has been wiped clean...I was hoping you might join me in the computer core...to see if we can find out what happened here?
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
CSO: That is interesting as well as useful, and it could cause such an effect on a rift?
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CO: Aye ma'am, that would be wisest ::smiles::
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::While walking over to one of the other crew close to Xia he adjusts his tricorder to produce the sound at the right frequency:: *CO*: A wise decision ma'am, I was just on my way to one of the crew.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@::leans in and takes a tap at the console for a second:: Majors: Interesting...could just be a problem with the interface circuits right, no communication between the bits...but...hmmm.. yeah core would be a good idea, lead the way ::smiles::
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CSO: Likely...or it is somehow connected to the Dreamscapes activity, and they are backing away
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - Without warning, Korvus Kerak, Brenna Delar and Karida Janan feel an odd tingle in the back of their minds. Before the three officers can articulate the sensation, a white flash of light fills their vision. As soon as it happens, the vision is gone...
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@::staggers back a little and flinches ::Self: What the hell...?
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::locates the CMO and makes his way to him, nodding as he arrives::  CMO: Doctor..   how are they doing ?
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Mutters to himself and finds somewhere to sit down::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@::He nods and moves around, the white light from his wrist light flies over Brenna's face, a flash of white light blinding her briefly::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::stumbles backwards a step:: Out loud: Okay what was that about.
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Was about to try the frequency on one of the crew as he turns to Black:: CIV: Sir, they all appear in the same kind of stasis. I just received word from the SO about a possible solution.
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@::Majors turns around and steps over a fallen piece of bulkhead. As the Engineers and Techs set to work, he makes his way to the far edge of Engineering::
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@::shakes her head to clear it:: Majors: uh...sorry about that uh...which way there?
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@::follows Majors hitting her comm badge::*CSO*:Rowan, how are the sensor readings looking, anything out of the ordinary?
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@OPS: Follow me...::He motions, his wrist-light leading the way::
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::nods::  CMO: Excellent....  we need to talk to these as soon as possible... it is of tremendous importance...
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CO: Are we going to leave this area any day now?
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::taps his console and brings up his sensor manager:: *OPS*: Only the fact that you're not over here...how long will it take?
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Shouts over to some nurses:: Nurses: Any of you just er, see a, a flash of light?
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Nods to Black and holds our his tricorder and releases the sounds with the right volume for only the crewman to hear, which lies motionless in front of him::
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CO: Ma'am , are you alright?
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::regains her thoughts and looks more alert, her gaze fixes on the FCO as he speaks, she pauses and shakes her head:: FCO: Are the fighters prepared as instructed?
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - The nameless Betazoid officer lets out a gasp and his eyes fly open. The officer’s eyes show the same purple glow that Brenna Delar's once had. The glow fades however, and his normal deep brown eyes return.
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - The nurses look confused at Kerak...and go back to their work.
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CO: I received orders of that kind?
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::shrugs:: SO: I appear to be that was the strangest sensation, then a white light was all i could see, it's gone now ::manages a faint smile::
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@*CSO*:Not long, we have to go right to the core, all the outlets seem to have had their memory wiped, need to see if it's still in the source...do me a favour and maintain transporter lock as much as you can...and uh...keep an eye on everyone
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Mutters and finds a tri-corder and scans his brain for anything unusual::
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
*OPS*: I'm trying, hurry back.
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Looks a little surprised as the wake-up sound appeared to work and checks the crewman's life signs again::
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
CO: Ma'am, maybe you should let the CMO take a look.. With Dreamscapes involved you never know.. Nothing is what it seems and usually it's not innocent..
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::nods, not looking to pleased:: FCO: Have you had time to check the mission briefing? ::pauses:: Yes please check the fighters are prepared to be dispatched should they be needed in a hurry.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@*CSO*: Doing my best...god...little atmosphere makes for one cold ship...::keeps following Majors wondering how far it is::
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Turns to Black:: CIV: It appeared to work sir. Although he is weak. Perhaps I shall try another one of the crew before waking Xia. ::And gestures one of the MO's around to take care of the crewman which just woke up::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - After a long and difficult march, Brody Majors and Brenna Delar make it up a few decks, and through many damaged corridors to the computer core control room...
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
::looks confused at his console, wondering what button readies the fighters::
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@::walks over to the main console trying to bring up the files regarding the recent activity of the Eridanus::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::goes to the Med kit at the back of the bridge:: SO: Perhaps although they have a more pressing problem as it is I feel well... ::as she is collecting the med kit:: No harm in checking for peace of mind.
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::nods::  CMO: By all means, Doctor... ::gestures as he keeps his distance careful not to walk in the way of things::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - The Eridanus computer system doesn't react, and then Majors takes an energy cell out of his pack, and attaches it to the console. The display flares to life in front of Delar.
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Nods at black and walks over to the next crewman and holds out his tricorder to release another high pitched sound once again and waits for the reaction of the crewman::
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::Checks the probes and realigns them, trying to gather more information about the strange phenomenon::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - The next crewman wakes in the same fashion. This one however awakes crying, and nurse’s rush to attend to him.
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
::pushes the TIC Button:: *TIC*: this is Exeter, any possibility of getting two fighter squadrons ready?
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
FCO: Don't forget to have them install and activate the shield modifications.
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::returns with a medical tricorder in hand, runs a quick scan of herself, as she does notes the new Exeter has found TIC, with a smile::
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@::nods:: Majors: Thanks ::bites her lip and gets to work:: Majors: Hmm...It’s all gone...not a scratch of data for four months...I haven't seen an erasure this clean since...the Snowdon.. we'll need to go over it at the Starbase, but there just doesn't seem to be any data to extract I'm sorry
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Grumbles at the medical tricorder and tries it again::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
@OPS: Can you run a data reconstruction program?
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
*TIC*: Also I want those fighters with new shield modifications installed and activated. The CSO will send the specs.
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
CSO: Have you received anything from the Eridanus yet?
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Walks over to Black:: CIV: Sir, this patient reacted quite differently. I would recommend one more try before waking up Xia, would you agree?
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@Majors: I can do whatever I like, I'm just not sure there's anything to find...but sure I’ll do it ::taps away at the console to initiate the program::
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CSO: if you would be so kind to send those modifications to TIC?
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
CO: Nothing, Commander
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::nods impressed with this comment from the FCO::
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::looks at the console...strange.. I’ve seen this before.. wow.. deja vu...::
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::nods::  CMO: Safety before everything, Doctor...
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::shakes her head:: CSO: Thank you let me know when you get something, how about the probes ::looks to both science officers there::
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
FCO: It's standard compliment, Ensign. The flight crews know what to do
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::rechecks the readings..:: self: I've definitely seen this before.. odd...
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - Another flash of light. However this time Rowan Delar and Doctor Abmeraz feel the unusual sensation. In the background, they hear sobs, like someone crying out...
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Nods at black again and walks over to yet another one of the crew and holds out his tricorder with great anticipation as he releases another sound::
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::winces and shakes his head, letting his vision clear::
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CSO: I'm used to little ships, so this whole fighter thing is not my area of expertise.
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - Like the last two officers, the third wakes, as if she has awoken from a dream...
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
*CMO*: Doc, how's the awakening proceeding? Is it working?
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::clears his throat and looks down at helm:: FCO: You'll learn, Ensign
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
:;checks the results on the medical tricorder and then turns curiously to Rowan Delar::
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::Looks pleased with the results and heads towards Xia and gestures Black to follow him:: *SO*: Yes, they appear to snap out of their stasis as if they woke up from a dream. We'll be trying to wake up Xia now.
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@::taps the console quietly rumbling in frustration:: Major: I'm sorry, there's nothing, it's like someone stuck in a whole new section of core, there's not even a trace of the data paths
MO_Ens_Kerak says:
::Pokes the medical tricorder and finds another one::
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
*CMO*: Glad to hear sir. ::Turns back to his console, shaking the feeling of deja vu::
Host CO_Cmdr_Janan says:
::places the tricorder back in the med kit, shrugs::
CIV_Capt_Black says:
::follows the CMO to Xia::
OPS_Lt_Delar says:
@::keeps poking at the console and trying different program runs hoping for something::
CMO_Ens_Abmeraz says:
::As he arrives with Black at Xia he holds out his tricorder again to release another sound:: Self: Let's hope this works as well as on the others.
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CSO: god, call me Jim, I think I've been longer in SF then you, Rowan.
SO_Ens_Pierce says:
::Looks at the CO's reaction at the tricorder readings:: CO: A tricorder can't tell all, so either you are fine or the effect is very well hidden
CSO_Lt_Delar says:
::not amused:: FCO: You'd be surprised, Ensign. And it's "Lieutenant"
FCO_Ens_Exeter says:
CSO: Oh, according too your record your name is Rowan, Rowan. ::grins::
Host Lt_Brody_Majors says:
ACTION - As the sound emits from the tricorder, Kaimana Xia's eyes fly open, the purple glow shining out from her eyes. Doctor Abmeraz suddenly has a flash-back from an occasion where he once treated Commander Xia in the Eridanus sickbay...

ACTION - At the same time, Brenna Delar's reconstruction program begins to uncover data, and she senses the same odd feeling of deja vu that Jonathan Piece has felt aboard the Scimitar. In the back of her mind she can hear the distance cry that her husband just heard...

=/\==/\=END Mission=/\==/\=
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